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POLAOT AND LITHUANIA
Poland followed with interest the Memel question, which reached
an acute stage in the summer of 1934, owing to Nazi intrigues
and the imprisonment of more than a hundred Memellanders
on a charge of high treason by the Lithuanian Government,
but she was interested far more in Lithuania. To Pilsudski,
himself of Lithuanian descent, the fate of that little State was
matter of great moment; though he was primarily responsible
for depriving it of Vilna, and felt thoroughly justified in doing
so, he had a certain regard for it; he would have liked a political
union of it and Poland on some such terms as those that joined
England and Scotland together; but hi any case its preservation
was a fixed and unalterable point in his policy, and he was anxious
to overcome its hostility and establish good neighbourly relations
with it. The time seemed opportune, as Lithuania was completely
isolated, for she could count no longer on the Soviet and on
Germany, hitherto the props of her anti-Polish system. After
some preliminary soundings which were not unpromising Pilsudski
sent Prystor to Kovno (Kaunas) to try for a reconciliation with
Lithuania. As there were practically no diplomatic or other relations
between the two States Prystor went inforrnally to Lithuania,
but the purpose of his mission was well understood, as was the
fact that he was authorized by Pilsudski to offer some compensation
for the cessation of the Vilna controversy, Prystor arrived at
Kovno on June 18, and immediately got in touch with the
Lithuanian authorities, with whom he had conversations extending
over two or three days. He returned to Warsaw with good hopes
of an accommodation, if not of a definitive settlement, with
Lithuania. There was at least the prospect of normal relations
being instituted; if they were, no obstacle would be left in the
way of a collaboration of Poland with the Baltic States. The oadook
was heartening for Pilsudski, but withia a few weeks a Fnroce-
Soviet intrigue changed the situation, and Lithuania drew back
from the negotiations. The explanation lay la the hardening <af
the opposition of Poland to the Eastern Pact, an attitude
France and the Soviet deeply reseated and led them to wafe^
Lithuania and Poland. When tibe Bofcafafepfei

